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. FOREWORD 

.' .~ . 

. The literature confinns.tliat.th~i~~e of vioi~ce and aggression in hospital A&E 
. .;~', ~ .... / •. :, . >'/"::.:.;( ~'i·:': ' . 

Departments has onI)/~ecently been documented as a significant problem throughout 
-. '. . '. .' .... . . 

. .' . . . 

the U.S.A., the U.K. and in Ireland. The purpose of this study is to define the nature 

... and extentofthisproblernin the six major Hospitals in the Dublin region and to make 

.. recommendations. I 

. . . . 

. As part of its deliberations the Group decided to approach it's task by (a) using the .. 

knowledge, experiences and expertise of its members in A&E departments, to 
'.' , 

.. determine the nature ?f the problem and (b) conductit;lga study of incidents actually 

.. recorded by the six Hospitals, to identifY the extent of the problem. 
" ,"'-. 

The Group is satisfied that violence arid aggression presents as a major problem in all 

six Hospitals, is unanimous in its recommendations and identifies the need for action 

at three levels. . 

Firstly,· procedures for the reporting and recording of incidents need to be established 
~ . 

in each Hospital. This requirement. is fundamental and crucial to the effective 

management of violence and aggression. Secondly, each Hospital needs to develop 

... and implement a preventative strategy designed to address the problem .. The group 

makes . several rec~mmendations . for· the focus of the strategy. Thirdly, there are 

. '. .'. 

external factors outside the control of individual hospitals which contribute to the 

problem and will need to be addressed in the context of the wider health and social 

care services. 

J. Bruton, ... 
Chairperson. 
April 2000 
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1. Background 

," ";," ,,'. ' 

. -" -' :" . '~.' :~' . :\:ft', :,'. . . . 
The Accident.& Ern#g~~ Steering Group, at it's meeting on 25th August 1999, 

. ".-.';',:. ,,' " .. '. . . ". 

. . . 

. . '. agreed to establish a working group to investigate the issue of aggressive/violent' 

behaviour of patients attending hospital A&E Departments and ·to report and 

make recommendations. It was :further agreed. that each of the six Hospital 

Chief Executives/Managers would appoint two members to the group, one to be . 

a nurse from the hospitals A&E Department. The Chairperson of the Steering 
, . . " . . 

. Group appointoo John Bruton, Senior Executive, Eastern Health Board to·chair 

the group. 

. . 

Members of the Working Group: 

Mr. John Bruton, Chairperson 

Ms. Jackie Brennan, st. Vincent's Hospital 

. 
Mr. Derek Brown, Mater Hospital 

Mr. Joe Cassidy, Beaumont Hospital 
. .. 

. '.. . . 

.. Ms. Grainne Costello, Meath!Adelaide Hospital . . 

Mr. RayDenning, St.James'sHospital 

Mr. Jack Hennessy, Beaumont Hospital. 
. - . . . .' . . . 

. Mr. Martin Igo~, Mater Hospital 

Ms. Annette Murphy, JamesConnolly Memorial Hospital 
". . :-rti"" 

'. • ':,: .... 't:~. • . 

Ms. F'ionaMcDaid, James 'C~olly Memorial Hospital 

Ms. Mary Q'Connor, Meath! Adelaide Hospital 

Ms. Siobhan Q'Donnelly, st. James's Hospital 

Ms. Mary Shore, st. Vincent's Hospital 

1 
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2. Literature Review 

There is an~PAA4~ce'6fliteratur~~d research o.n the to.pic o.f vio.lence in the 

'. healthcare services generally~ Particularly in' the V.S. the issue presents 

increasingco.ncerns fo.r healthcareproviders and managers. Fo.r uie purpo.se o.f 

this study the fo.CUS was narrowed to. a. review o.f the literature relating to. 

vio.lence in A&E departments. 

. Incident Reporting . 

Asrecent as 1988 Lavo.ie et al. (1.988) fo.undthat most aspects o.fthe pro.blem o.f 

vio.lence in A&E departments :remains unresearched because no. o.rganisatio.n o.r 
. I 

• go.vernment' agency tracks such data .and no.' administrative guidelin~s adequately 

address its management· Tho.se findings were based o.n a study o.f 170 U.S. 

teaching ho.spital emergency departments. Ten years later Jenkins et al. (1998) 

co.ncluded, fro.m a study set in the U.K. and the Republic o.fIreland, that staff in 

A&E departments are regularly abused, bo.th verbally arid physically, 
. .' . . . . . . 

. .' . , 
. . . . 

do.cumentatio.n is Po.o.r, perpetrators are seldo.m co.nvicted and there appears to. be 

. actio.ns which. ho.spitals Co.uld undertake that might amelio.ratetho.se problems. 
. . 

Aro.und the same time Ro.se (1997).' alSo. identified the pro.blem of' Po.o.r 

. ", . 

documentatio.n when she co.ncluded, fro.m her study in Sf. James's Ho.spital, that 
. .' 

Po.o.r repo.rting was a majo.r .. problem .. The issue o.f unreported vio.lence was 
"'11"". 

. ::'" .' .' ' .. ::.::~~~". .' . , . . . . 

further ldentified by Femandes et al. (1999), Wendt-Mayer et al. (1999) and 

Schneiden et al. (1995). Inparticu1ar Wendt-Mayer in her study identified the 

impediments to. reporting vio.lence as: the perceptio.n o.f risk. as a pro.fessio.nal 

hazard, lack o.f clarity o.r co.nsistency in definitio.ns andpro.to.co.ls, fear o.fblame, 

peer pressure, time, paperwo.rk and inco.mplete info.nnatio.n .. 

2 
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. Factors Contribu.ting to Violence _. . 
.,); .. ,.:-" 

, '. ."f' :", ;'.~. '": .... 

~- - .::"::-;1 ," ",'.'t :; •. ". ' 

Hutson et ai:;h992)f;~d that street gang members.are frequently injured and 

the violence of this sub-culture may follow them from the streets into the 
.' '. 

emergency department. . Hoag-Apel. (1998) findings were similiar and he 

reported. that the spill-over of. this type of violence. continues to' escalate in 

emergency departments in the D.S.· Postoperative confusion and delayed 

. treatment were found' to be common precursors of aggression in a study by 
. . . , . . 

. Wbittington et,al. (1996), while a study by Jenkins et al. (1998) suggested that 
alcohol, drugs and waiting tim~ were chief causes. In. a recent study Derlet and 

Richards. (2000) found that senous overcrowding in emergency departments has 

r~surfaced in the D.S. recently and threateris to become worse. They concluded 

that overcrowding can have disturbing multiple effects including violence but it ' 

also places patients at risk fur poor outcomes and prolonged pain and suffering, 
. ~. - . 

long waiting periods, . dmbulance diversions, decreased physician productivity 

. and increased frustration among staff. 

Effects on Staff· 

Wbittington et a1 (1996) found that the mental health of staff exposed to violence 

was significantly worse while Fernandes et al. (1999) reported a substantial 

effect on job perfonnance and job satisfaction. Saines (1999) described the long- . 
. ' "',-..'A"" '. .' 

"''1!''" 
. . . ,', : ~~ '''-.:' - . . 

term effects as long termsio.k leave, poor staff morale and . an increase in staff 
"'-'. 

turnover. 

3 
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The Management of Aggression and Violent Behavionr 
. : . (' ".: ')'~ . -,. . : ; . 

. . ':'::::':t . '~,,: "';:.2'\ ~_:: 

Several co~erit~*6f~h~~~ put fo~ard suggestions for a strategic approach to 

th~ prevention and·management of'aggression and violent behaviour. The more· 
. " . -

prominent suggestions related to security,environmental factors, education and 

training ... Some of the exponents of these suggestions included: Lavoie .et al. 

(1998), Schnieden et al. (1995), Hutson et al. (1992), Hoag-Apel(1998), Spriggs 

& Berger (1996/7), Platts & May (1998), Whittington et al (1996) .and Jackson & 

Flinn (1997). The importance· of post incident debriefing was stressed by Levin 

et al. (1998). 

The most comprehensive strategy was developed by the Health Services 
. . . , 

Advisory Committee (1997) in the U.K. It propounded the view that it is 

possible to reduce the risk of violence by pioactive management, underpinned by 
\ . . 

. . ," 

positive commitment from service managers and staff at all ievels. It stated that 

measures for dealing With violence must be supported by detailed procedures, by 
. '. . .' . . 

an effective . organisation and by a positive healthaIid safetycu1ture. Its 

recommendations were: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

A&E managers should carry out staffing level audits to. ensUre the . 
. . .' 

adequate provision of suitably trained staff to cope with any foreseeable 

violence~ 
'" :':'-'.:~~¥ 

A&E departments sh6uld consider initiatives to provide an Emergency 

NUrse Practitioner service to improve waiting times. 

Clinical guidelines on handling violence should be produced and 

implemented for all staff. 

4 
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4. 

5. 

Consideration must be given to the provision of suitable training for all 

A&E staff. 
. ... ". .. 
'r .' ":.-, . . ~ -." 
~ "~,,. -

Noti5~,~"pi~s<bep6sted pro~ently in vulnerable areas stating standards 

of .behaviour expected from patients and their relatives and outlining . 

penalties for non-compliance. 

6. To improve surveillance, (consideration should be given to the installation 

. of a CCTV system within the A&E environment 

7. A major improvement to security would be achieved by the employment 

of ,security guards trained to cover the A&E department, 

8. A risk aSsessment based on the H.S.A.C. guidelines should'be carried out 

, 9.A&E management shollldconvene regular meetings with the local police 

to up date liaison procedures and the provision of security support. 
, , ' 

10. It is recommended that a feasibility study should be produced on, the 

11. 

12. 

msta1lation of a suitable alarm system; either a fixed alarm system with 

, strategically positioned panic buttons and/or a staff personal system to' 

activate calls for assistance. 

Employees should consider the safety net of a Personal Accident Assault 
, ' 

, ,'. ," . :. . " 

InsUrance for A&E personnel to provide capitai or weekly benefit in the 

event of injury. 
'. .' . . 

A&E management should implem~nt a violence recording procedure and . 
.' , 

'ensure that it is effectively monitored. 

'''1~ 

, .\.~~, 

t',"'~. 
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3. Methodology 

The objective of this study is to determme the nature and extent of the problem 

of aggression and violent b<?haviour of patients attending A&E departments in 
, ' , 

the six major Hospitals in the Dublin area and to make r~ommendations. To 

achieve this objective the Working Group adopted two approaches. Firstly, the 

knowledge, experiences and expertise' of members of the Group in A&E 

departments was used as the basis for identifYing the nature of the problem. 

Secondly, the, incident records for the six Hospitals were re-searched over a one 

year period for the purpose of d~termining the extent of the problem. The Group 

agreed that information, would be presented in the Report without reference to 

individual Hospitals as it wasnotconsidered to be within the Group's terms of 

reference to form an opinion regarding individual HoSpitals. 

RescarchofReported Incidcllts 

The period between 1 st December 1998 and 30th November 1999 was selected for 
. . ' .. - . 

the research. It was agreed that all reported incidents would be identified in the 

format set out in, Appendix A. The GrouP' felt that incidents should be 

categorised within four groups - physical, assault, verbal abuse and threatening 
l.:.~ _ 

behaviour both in the A&E departments and over the telephone. The Group 

considered that contributory factors should be identified if possible from the 

record~. 'From its' experierigbthe Group identified known contributory factors 
. , " 

as: alcohol,,'substance abuse, psychiatric illness, homelessness, racial conflict 
" '. 

, , ' 

and waiting time for both treatment and beds. The Chief ExecutivelManager for' 

each of the Hospitals was requested to give the Group '"access to the incident 

records, in order to compile the information. 

6 
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Limitations of research 

.. ' .. :: .~-, "·:t~·:,'· 

The Group~fpf.,th~:', vi~~\hat inc~~~ts are underreported or in many cases 

'unreported. For this reason the outcome of the research will be of limited value 

as the full extent of the problem ' cannot be identified. 

/'" 
'-",~ 

.. ~ 
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. Findings of the Survey on Incidents Recorded for the Six Hospitals 

.. ";. 
'; ::'~"", . ':.' 

Practices aJ.lg, s)rs~em~:'f()('recOrd~ginformation differed between the six 
. _ . ."::: .. : 

Hospitals and for this reason it was not possible to extract the information in the 

planned format (see Appendix A). 

The Survey 

There was a total of 705 incidents recorded for the period studied of which 157 

were physical assaults and 548 were in the category verbalabuse/threatening 

behaviour. In nearly all cases threatening behaviour was accompanied by verbal 

abuse. It was very difficult'Jointerpret the impact of contributory factors 

recorded as in many cases multiple factors were recorded and in other cases, 

where only one factor was recorded, there may also have been other factors not 

mentioned. Even allowing for these restrictions some definite patterns did 

emerge. Alcohol was a factor in 38% of the cases but this increased to 46% 

when the incidents involving homeless persons· were added and all of those 

involved alcohol. Of the remaining cases 14% were attributed to patients with 

mental health issues, 5% to substance abuse (drugs) and 10% directly related to 

waiting times. There were no contributory factors recorded for the other 25%. 

8 
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Analysis of Survey 

. The study revealed ~;~pp'ai(mt inconsistency in the documentation of incidents. 
• ,:. < " ~. '\,' • 

. . . 

. For.example, the distribution of serious incidents (physical assaults) fell within· 

the range of 150/0-23% for five of the Hospitals with only 4% for the other one: 

Similarly, 65% of the less serious incidents occurred in two·ofthe Hospitals with 

only 15% dispersed between the other four. The Group is satisfied that this is' 

not a reflection of the true position and conclude that the skewed outcome. 

resulted from the failUre to report or record incidents .. 

Recommendations .. 

1. The Group notes and welcomes the policy document prepared by the 

Hospital's Risk Management Forum (co-ordinated by Marsh Ireland) relating 

to reporting and recording of incidents (see· Appendix B). The Group 

recommends that the polic.y document be adopted and adapted to suit each 

hospitals needs. 

2 .. All A&E staff should be tr3.ined to an appropriate level that will ensure (1) an 
.. . 

awareness and understanding of policy, procedures and practices and (2) the 

. ability to comply with the reporting criteria. .Members of the Group are 

concerned that the limited literacy skills among certain staff is a factor and 

.. 'i'" . 

poor recording in one H~~pita1 is attributed to this factor. 
. .::~ 

9 
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5. The Management of Aggression and Violent Behaviour - The View of the 
Group 

~-.. " :. 

The' Group' "if'of the view that the' effective management of aggression and 

violent behaviour can only be achieved when a preventative strategy is' 

developed and, implemented by hospital management. While there ¥e general 
I 

standards and best practices that can be applied universally the Group consider 

, that the management of each hospital is responsible for the development of a 

preventative strategy' which is capable of meeting the unique, needs of that 
, ' , , 

hospital. 'The' preventative strategy should provide for a safe working 

environment and recognise employers and employees responsibilities under the 

Health, Safety and Welfare 'at Work Act (1988). The' Group, therefore, 
, , ' 

recommends that an assessment of the risks be undertaken by the management of 

each hospital and that a preventative strategy be prepared. All A&E staff should 

be consulted as part of the process. The Group is of the view that the risk 

assessment should focus on the following areas: 

(a) ,Security 
. . .' . . . 

Security systems should be adequate and appropriate. Cameras should be 
. . '. 

located to provide maximum effect and be appropriately monitored and 
, . ' 

controlled~ 'There should be,' sufficient resources to enable the control 

person to dispatch security personnel to' deal with incidents. Hospital 

management should gi,ve consideration to the provision of security staff 
'<i'!'" 

. , ';~" 
in A&E departnlent.s at all times., Security personnel should be 

. ' , . ". 

'appropriately trained in restraint techniques. Security' doors should' be 

installed, where possible, to control access/egress. The Group is 

concerned that there are instances at present where security doors are 

10 
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.'. (b) 

being left "open" and recommends that appropriate· monitoring 

Layout and Design of A&E Departments 

The Group is of the view that the layout and· design of A&E Departments 

should provide for a safe working· environment for staff. In particular the 

A&E department should be designed in sUch a manner to allow staff easy 

escape from incidents. It should also include a secure room to provide a 
. . '. 

· suitable environment for certain patients. It is noted by the Group that 

four of the Hospital~ are currently in the process of developing new 

A&E buildings. 

(c) Notices' 

Notices shoUld be displayed prominently setting out clearly the standard 

· of behaviour expected from patients and their relatives and outlining 

· . 

penalties for non-compliance. Information and directional signs should 

also be prominently displayed to prevent unnecessary wandering 

throughout the hospital. 

. .. . ~ . 

(d) . Training forA&E Staff 

The Group' is of the view ·that· A&E staff require certain skills and 
. . 

.' . . '. . . . 

· knowledge to enable them to reactto violence and aggression inthe most 

· appropriate manner ... 11i~ training requirements,' therefore, for all A&E 
\' ::'!;t . . . . . .~~ . 

· staff should be· identified and defined. . In. particular the Group 

. recommends an induction programme and specific. training in ·diffu~ion 

and de-escalation techniques. 

11 
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(e) Relationship with Gard~ . 

(t) 

. ",., 

The Grol.1p"Is ~f,th.~;iYiew that a'g06d working reiationslllp between each 
. _~. <~ :. i' :5'~··'·" 

, ' ... 

hosPlt31 and the local garda station can enhance safety measures. in A&E 

departments. One of the Hospitals currently enjoys· the benefit of such an 

arrangement whereby a good communications link has ensured· 

appropriate feedback in relation to incidents and in general where the 
. , 

Gardai have contributed to the process of managing violence. The Group 

is concerned at a number of incidents where Gardai have accompanied 

violent patients to A&E Departments. and where it was necessary to 

restrain the patients thrQugh the use of handcuffs. The patients were then 

released by the Gardai in' the A&E Departments where they became 

violent following the departure-of the Gardai. The Group recommends 

that all Hospitals should convene regular meetings with local Gardai in 

order to maintain appropriate liaison and ensure the necessary back-up 

support.. Where the Gardai are· required to respond to an incident the 

present arrangement of calling "999" should remain. 

Support Services for A&E Staff 

The Group is. of the view' that support services for A&E staff are 

inadequate particularly following incidents and' recommends . that 

appropriate occupational' health policy and services should be developed 
. • '.~;"I"" 

so-that the needs of,~tarf involved in incidents can be met. In particular 
." "'ii~ . 

Critical incident debriefing should be accessible at all times as this service 
. , 

is often required in the immediate aftermath of an incident. 

12 
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(g) Patients with Mental Heaithi~sues •. 
," .. -

, The G1;o.lip;ii.Ofili~view tha~, many of the incidents involving patients 

with mental health issues could be avoided if appropriate support services 
, . 

were available and patients could be transferred to appropriate facilities. ' 

In particular the Group is concerned at the lack of support services in the 

. . following areas: 

(i) inadequate adult assessment facilities and admission beds 

(ii) inadequate support services for adults after 5.00p.m.and weekends in 

the case of one hospital ' 

(ill) inadequatechildang,adolescent support services 
. , 

. (iv) earlier intervention~ A&EDepartments by staff providing support 

, services for patients with mental health issues. The Group notes that' 

on some' occasions days have elapsed before appropriate responses , 

were made. 

The Group recommends closer collaboration between the management of 
" . . 

the Hospitals and the psychiatric services management so that the nature 

of these problems can be identified and resolved. 

(h) Waiting TiDies, 
, , 

The Group is concerned that the lerigthy waiting times for services 

currently being experi~~ed in A&E Departments will 'oontribute even 
'''J'''' '. '"', ~~ , ," '" . ' 

, more, to "aggression aria. violence in the future. Factors which can be 
. - . . 

. attributed, to this problem are the shortage of both A&E assessment and 

admission beds and the large number of patients attending particularly 

after 5.00p.m. and at week-ends who could be treated by General 

Practitioners.' The Group recommends that increased efforts are made to " 

13 
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resolve these issues and in particular out-of-hours general practitioner 

services should be tnade ay3.ilable., 

(i) Customer Services 

(j) 

The Group is of the view that some of the aggression and violence could 

be diffused by the provision of appropriate customer services. In 

particular, keeping patients updated regularly regarding waiting times 'can 

diffuse potentially volatile situations. Equally, the availability of "shop" 

facilities at all times 'could help to appease the frustration of patient 

waiting for lengthy periods. The Group, therefore, recommend the 

provision of improved patient information services and "shop" facilities. 

Inappropriate Attendances at A&E Departments 

The Group is concerned that a significant number of patients who do not 

require A&E services are attending Hospitals, where they become 
. 

disruptive and violent and where alcohol is usually a factor. The Group 

is of ,the view that facilities should be developed, which would be more 

appropriate to the needs' of these patients. For example, the provision of 

detoxification centres could be considered. The group is also of the view 

that the Gardai should use general practitioner services more, effectively 

rather than' calling ambulances to take persons to hospitals Who do not 

require A&E services.,'i"" 
"-";r ";,'0"," 
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(k) 

, (I) 

Role of Ambulance Control Staff 

The Group,is c;once,med ihata,dvance' notice in some cases is not being 
. ·w,r •. ·· .. 

. . . ./::>.... . /:::~~.. .,:' .' . 
givent(y, tl1e;Hospitals when:}~ is known that a'violent patient is on the 

way. The Group, therefore, recommends that' the Ambulance Service 

adopt a polic;y to advise hospitals of potentially violent and violent 

patients as soon as this information is known. 

Role of the Triage Nurse 
. , '.' 

The Group' is of the view that the role of the Triage Nurse has become 

sigrrificantly less effective due to the nature of waiting times, lack of 

assessment facilities ~d:other factors which contribute to long delays in 

A&E departments. As a consequenceinsumces of verbal abuse, directed 

at the Triage Nurse, have increased and Triage Nurses have become more 

sUsceptible to violence. ' The Group recommends that the role of the 

Triage Nurse be reviewed in light of this risk. 

"<!;r"' 
"",,,' 
'i'!;l\, 
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6. . Summary of Recommen.dations ... 

1. The policy documtmt prepared by the Risk Management Forum relating 

to reporting and recording ~f incidents be adopted and adapted to suit 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

each Hospitals needs. 

. All A&E staff should be trained to an appropriate level that will ensure 

. an awareness and understanding of policy, procedures and practices and 

will have the ability to comply with the incident reporting criteria. 

. Each hospital carry ·out a risk assessment and prepare a .preventative 

strategy. 

Security systems should be adequate and appropriate. 

Security personnel should be appropriately trained in restraint techniques. 

The layout and design of the A&Edepartment should facilitate easy 

escape from incidents and should also include a secure room to provide a 

suitable environment for certain patients. 
. . 

. '. . ".' .' . 

Notices shoUld be. displayed p~ominent1y regarding·behaviour expected 

.. . 

. from patients and their relatives. 
. . . 

8. . Information and directional signs should be prominently displayed. 

. 9. Training· requirements for all A&E staff should be identified with 

particular emphasis on induction, diffusion and de-escalation. 

10. .. Each hospitalshouldc '~tf up· formal liaison arrangements with the local 
-/;~. .. 

Oardai to ensure appro~riate back-up support. 

11. Appropriate occupational health policy and services should be developed 

with particular emphasis on critical incident debriefing. 

16 
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13. 

An appropriate management forum should be established to a~ss 

issues relating. tO~~,e treattrt~t lll', A&E departments, of patients with 
. ,:~.' r . .' ~"'y.~; _.~; '.~ ,,'. 

, Increased efforts should be made to address the issues contributing to the 

lengthy waiting times',with particular emphaSis on the shortage of both 

A&E assessment and admission beds and the lack of out of hours General 

. Practitioner services. 

, , ' 

14. Improved patient information and "shop" services. ' 

15. The development of detoxification or similar facilities to meet the needs 

of patients currently attending A&E departments who do not require 

A&E services. 

16. Gardai should use general practitioner services more effectively rather 
, ' 

, than calling ambulances to take persons to hospital who do not require, 

A&E services. 

17. Ambulance service should adopt a policy to advise A&E staff of violent 

or potentially violent patients who are en route. , 
, , ' 

18. ' The'role of the Triage' Nurse be reviewed' in light of increased verbal 

abuse and the consequent susceptibility to physical violence. 

17 
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Appendix A 

INCIDENT REPOI<.T SURW.Y-Ol/12/98 TO 30/11/99 

NOTE: Please complete fully for each incident recorded 

1. . Hospital 

'2. Date of Intident 

I D j 
D 

jMjMjYjYj 

Time 

,'. 0 3. Time of Incident D 0 
a.m. p.m. 

4. Nature of Incident 
(please tick (..-') box) Physical assault 0 

Verbal abuse 0 
Threatening behaviour 0 

1:1 
Threatening behaviour D 

phone 

S. Recorded Contributing Factors 
(please tick (..-') appropriate box( es) Alcohol Cl 

Substance Abuse .. 0 
Psychlatric D 
Homeless D 
Racial Conflict 0 
Waiting time 

:1;'>!" - for treatment D 
"'1;:: 

. - for an appropriate Cl 
bed 

6. Other relevant information recorded: 



AppendixB 

-Sum~arvof Hospital Policy OD Violence-at Work.. 

.' -.;',- " 

",' " ,1. ' The Hospital h8sa legaIand moral duty to bighlight potentially dangerous aspects of employment 
, and to provide training to minimise the risk of such violence to its employees. 

. . .": . . . 

" ,2. The Hospital adopts the principle that any form ofviolence in 'the workplace is uuacceptable. 
" . '.. "'. - . 

,·t", . 

1
\", 
>;':"': 

;/.::.' 

f": 

. . . . . 

The highest risk area can be the Accident and Emergency Department. 

The aim of the policy is to esta.blishprincip1es for the recognition o(response to and treatment of 
violence within the Hospital in order to protect those at risk, and to ensure'that they are better 
equipped to deal with a potCmiaI or"live" situation. By doing this it will ensure that the Hospital 
maintains a safe working environment. ,The policy aims include: ' 

a) enabling staff toidentity signs of ~pending aggression and violence 

b) identifYing safe worldng practices when dealing with violence and aggressions 

c) giving staff the skins I knowledge to d.efl with it and to seek:, following an accident, medical 
, treatment and counseUing if required. _ 

, d)establisbing a reporting system and arrangements for such incidents. 

r~.: The P<?1icy identifies bigh risk situations, andbighlights areas where violent behaviour is a hazard 
:;,i, ,and those moSt likely atrlsk. 

f It ~o id..m£i .. the preVentive ang the protoctive me..ur.s. and outIiDes the reccm!lUlDded 
~:; " . 'reporting procedure. " ' 

'.".. 
", .-:.:~~ . 
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MANAGEMENT OF VIOLENT'OR POTENTIALLY VIOLENT 
INCIDEN:rS IN HOSPITALS 

'.":," .. :. 

Introduction 

As an employer~ the hospital is under a duty to highlight potentially dangerous aspects of 
employment and provide training to· minimise the risk to employees. The hospital is also required to 

. address the consequences of exposure to a hazardous situation and to provide specific assistance to 
address such conseq4ences. . . 

I The frequency and increasingly violent ~re of assaults (both verbal and physical) is a source of 
. '. concern both to management and staff and.this Policy sets outthe approach of the hospital to the I ... management of violent qr potentially violent incidents. 

I 
I 
;~~~ .. 

I,' 
I 
I 

Hospital's Polig 

The hospital adopts the principle that any form '6fviolence in the workplace is unacceptable. 
The highest risk area is often the Accident & Emergency Department. 

The purpose of the policy is to establish principles for the recognition ot: response to and treatment . 
of violence within the hospital in' order to protect those at risk and to help ensure that they are better 
eqUipped to deal with a potential or '" live '" situation. 

. 
The overall objective of the policy is to assist, and enable the hospital and the staff to create and 
maintain a safer working environment. 

Aims: 

I :: . To enable staff to identify signs of impending aggression and violence , 

To identify safe working practices when dealing with vioience and aggression and to 
give staff the skill.sIk:nowledge to deal with it. . 

(c) 

(d) 

. . . ~ . . 

To estabHshreporting and monit~ring arrangements for incidents. 

To provide fonowing an incident,' proper medical treatment '(If required), immediate 
, support and counselling as necessary. ~S- support will be of an informal nature from 

, ... coUeagues, and a more formalised 3ri4,; sWift confidential counselling from independent, . 
trained profes~ona1s will be avaiIablefu appropriate circumstances .. ' 

2 
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Violent behaviour is defined' as follows: "any violent incident, be it from verbal aggression to 
physicalassaulf' (mcluding face to filce verbal abuse, telephone abuse, intimidation and I 
or physical violence) 

Any incident in which a member of staff or patient or visitor is abused, threatened or 
assaulted by &pother person ' 

Careful management of the problem requires an assessment of the problem, an understanding of the 
training' needs and identification of' 'appropriate responses ' 

1. . * Recognition of violent behaviour - Although behaviour can be impulsive, it is possible to 
recognise someone who may be potentially vio~ent ' 

I.' 2. • Identificatjon of high risk. situations: - Consider what situations are likely to precipitate such 
':~!:.:-

i , 
I 
1.':21 

violence . 
. . 

3. Assessing risks to different'groupS/different locations - risks will vary according to'the duties 
canied out by each employee 

.. 
, , .. 

. Who is at risk: Staffin high risk. situations such as A & E dept. Psychiatric wards I clinic!.t 
Infectious Diseases ward I c1inic!.t Pharmacy, Work alone outside of normal hours~ and Cash 

. handling departments .. 

i; . Combating Violence and deaIiDg with Aures.ioa 

Preventive Measures - Identifying structural interventions that can be made including 
installation of video. cameras, restriction of access to areas e.g. ( digital locks), 
improving existing work practices along with workplace design and layout 

,,,,,,, 
... :~::' 

Protective .Measures d ·physi~ 'barriers/screens, protective equipment e.g.personai 
alannslpamc buttons ..... , . . . 

3 
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TrainingMea.Su~~T~ntieds will vary depending on the level ofrlsk to 
which staff are exposed. It is recognised that all staff will require. a baSic 
understanding of "general safety'" and an understanding of the potential for 
violence to escalate from verbal aggression to physical assault. 

A "training needs" matrix may include the following: 

Bamc safety advice . 
. Dealing with verbally abUsive clients 

Verbal de-escalation techniques 
Breakaway techniqueslRestraints 
Treatment Arrangementslfollow-up 
Reporting procedures. to ManagerlHospital Authorities ISecurity/Gardai 

Clear records of training provided should be kept and regular updating of 
. acquired skills/refresher days· should be incorporated into every training 

programme .. 

" ) 
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1. PURPOSE 

, .":t, 

'1" 
. ~ .,;) ,",," .,':,~", 

POLICY OF ,MANAGEMENT OF VIOLENT 
OR POTEN'TIALL Y VIOLENT INCIDENTS 

. To establish principles for the recognition ot: response to and treatment of violence Within the 
hospital in order that members of staff may be better equipped to deal with a potential or· actual 
situation. To provide. guidance for staff Involved in an. incident while carrying out their duties. 

2.' POUCY 

. 2.1.· It is the aim of the hospital to provide effective ~d prompt care. for those who are in a 
. distressed or disturbed condition whether they be patients, relatives., visitors deemed to be a danger 

to themselves or to others. These are two areas in which respqnsibility must be identified. . 

a) Inpatients are the responsibility oftbe clinical team under whom they have been admitted~ They 
are required to initiate appropriate care forpatiems whose behaviour is likely to make them a risk . 
to theinselves or others. . 

b) Outpatients are the responsibility of the doctor I paramedical staff with whom they have an 
appointment. 

2.2. It is in the interest of every staff member to prevent violent b.iliaviour wherever posSlble. It 
follows that ifviolence doeS occur, each employee must take appropriate action to contain the 
incident in order to reduce the risk of injury to any other person. 

2.3.· It should be emphasised that staff are not expected to subject themselv:es to any unnecessary 
. risks and are not expected to cope alone with potentially violent situations. 

. 2.4. The hospital will provide adequate training to those members of staff who are most likely to 
deal with persons who may become violent. . . 

2.5. All members of staff must take every threat of violence seriously. Staff should be encouraged 
to repo,rt threats as well as actual phymca1 abuse to the General Services Manager I Security and their 
immediate supervisor and feel confident that action will be taken on their behalf. No one should stay . 
silent out of fear of reprisal, mispia.ced sense of guilt or personal failure. Supervisors must ensure that 
the staff are aware of the support which will be made available and be on guard to supply or obtain 
counselling or advice for a colleague who marneed it. The support will be' of an informal nature 
from colleagues, and a more fonnalised coIlii~tial counselling from independent trained .. 
professiorials will be aVailable in appropriate-;«circumstances via the Occupational Health Department. 
or designated person. . 
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3. PROCEDURES 
; Management of people exhibiting violent behaviol,lr. 

3.11ntroductiOD 

3.1.1 'i Experience showstli3.t'm.dst:Ji~f~~ce is minor and in the majority of cases, skilled action can 
resQlve the incident quickly and satisfilctorily without serious confrontation or restraint being 
necessary,' 

3.1.2 ' ' A violent attack seldom occurs but when it does it is usually over quickly. If restraint is 
necessary, help must be summoned immediately and the situation treated as an emergency. It is 
important that the staff member at the scene notifies other staff: including medical and the security 
guard on duty should a person show signs of potential violence. 

. '. . - ~ .. 

3.1.3 The distress which is associated with physical and mental illness often reveals itseIfin fear. 
twmoil and agitation in' people. A mood pf suspicion and, ini.tability may. escalate into apparent 
hostility which is a symptom of the underlying desperation felt by the individual' and usually does not 
'lead to violence, provided the response is not antagonistic. 

3.2. Recognition of potential violellce. , 
Violent behaviour cannot always be prevented as sometimes it is impulsive. However, it is 

, pOSSIble to recognise someone who may be potentially violent and what situations are likely to 
precipitate such violence. It follows therefore that most incidents of violent behaviour should not 
take staffby surprise and by being aware of the conditions as set out below, the situation can be 

, defused. . , ., 

Some of the factors which may indicate that violence might occur include: ~ 

3.2.1 Noisy, abusive or impulsive behaviout. 
, ,- appear to be having disturbed relationships 
- appear to be deluded or hallucinated 

Causative factors ,include -
Drug dependency 
Alcoholism 
Alcohol consumption 
Metabolic disturbance ' 
Dementia 
Cerebral lesions 
Mania 
, Depression 
Suicidal tendencies 

. .. .' -:~ . 

3 .2.2 Knowledge and understanding of a'panicu1arperson may reveal signs of impending violence, 
,e.g., in the person's face, gestures or conversation. 

3.2.3 It maybe known that the personhas a history of violent or aggressive behaviour. 

3.2.4 ' The staff may be aware of emotional instability. amaety, frustration or hostile feeliitgs in a 
person. 

6 
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3.2.5 . There,may be environmental factors o'r a conflict between people. 

." . ''.':: 
3.3 Summollling Assistance., .. ,'. 

\ ", ~:' ;::. 

3.3.1 It shoUld never be assumed that people will automatically give assistance. They should be 
asked to help' as otherwise they may not be aware that help is needed . 

3.3.2 The responsible person / security officer on duty will be responsible for contacting the 
Gardai, if necessary. 

3.3.3 . The Responsible Person will arrange for additional help to safeguard other people and 
maintain the Pest of the service and will also liaise with medical staff; security guard and 
Gardai in the appropriate order. . 

3.4 . Prevention of violence and dealing with aggression and verbal abuse. 

3.4.1 Aggression . should not be confused with healthy self-assertion. Too tight a control on an 
individual or a group of peopl~ may provoke ag'gression. . 

3.4.2 Treat the ,person as a responsible adult, even if he / she is notbehaving as one; Address him / 
her by.name. Explain what is going on. Ask permission for any procedure you are about to perform. 
Aggression is more likely ifpeople are uncertain of what is happening or what is expected of them. 
Try to find out why the. person feels as he/she does. Sometimes the causative fiLctor is simple to 
solve. Keep your own voice down. Loud noises can stimulate aggression and will pass on aggressive 
cues to the patient. Keep cool. 

. 3.4.3 Hostility may be defused by diverting~'aggressive impulses to other aCtivities which interest 
and satisfy. Stand just out of arm's length, so you are not invading their personal space and cannot be 
grabbed. . 

'. 3.4.4 '. Aggressive outbursts tend to increase, affecting others in the vicinity, wiless prompt action is 
taken to deal with the situation. . 

3.4.5 Voice and body posture can be threatening. Sometimes angry people may become less 
. aggressive after being spoken to calmly and quietly. The more slcilfully people are approached the 
less likely is an occurrence of violent behaviour; Avoid a'confrontational pose - stand sideways to the 
person with your arms by your side. not folded. Do not look them Straight in the eye. keep your gaze 
slightly lowered. Do not point your finger. 

..••. ? 
.'.'1-"1. 

3 .4.6 .' Having a number of staff together n~ to a violent person may be sufficient to prevent a 
worsening situation. 

3 ;4. 7 . If violence is anticipated, a' doctor should ensure that appropriate medicines are prescribed 
for emergency use if indicated. . 

7 
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3.4.8 . When there is obvious disagreement about the correct approach, anxiety and tensioIlmay be 
transmitted tt? people and this may lead to violence. 

. . 3.4.9 If the disturbed behaviour ofa person is.cfirected to\V8rds sta:tr: they too may react by being 
. angry, annoyed or impatient. Un1~ss $taff~~ aV\,1~eof ilie$efeelings,' this may iniate a violent 

episode. . . ,.",">." J<~ .. ' .... '" '.' ." .' . 

3.4.10 Should a relative/patient 'direct verbal ang~~'it isimpoItant for the member of staff to a.ppear 
outwardly calm and respond in an empathetic, sensitive manner. Above all, do not be defensive or 
respond angrily. . 

. . . . '. 

3.4.11 Approach patients/relatives who have abistory of violence with care. When interviewing, 
advise colleagues where you will conduct the interview and always sit nearest the. exit. If the person 
wishes to leave the room at any stage, get out of their way and let them go, 

. . 
3.4.12 Alleviate patients/relatives fear by offering ~lanations of their illness, conditions, treatment, 
etc., in terms which they can comprehend. Avoid the use ofmedical"jargon" where possible. . 
. . '. .' '. . 

:3.4 .13 Avoid the ~e of open confrontation 8.nd never confront someone on your OWll ifviolence is 
Snticipated ... 
. ' . .. 

3.4.14 In the case of psychiatric patients, always ensure that they receive their prescribed 
medications. If not, violent behaviour may be'mevitable. . . 

. . 

3.5. Dealing with episodes of violemce. 
. '. 

. .' . . . . . . 

. Restraint - laying hands upon another person is technically common assault. However, controlled 
restraint may be justified if the patient in question is presenting a threat to him/herself or to other 
patients or staff: For effective.and safe restraint, sufficient members of staff must be available and it is 
wise not to approach the patient until these conditions are satisfied. Ifpossible this should include a 
member of security guard(s) who are trained in the necessary techniques. . 

General Guidelines 

3.5.1 Always call for assistance. 

3.5.2 ,Ask: other people to summon help. 

3.5.3' All staff should be appropriately dressed When on duty and before dealing with a potentially 
violent incident., should remove any object tb;ij:·could be potentially dangerous from their clothing, . 

. e.g. stethoscope, ophthalmascope, ~'V6th needle, necklace etc. could be in this category). 

3.5.4 Try to appear calm; talk to the person continually and quietly. 

3.5.5 Continue to talk to the person once they has been immobilise4. 

8 
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3.5.6 Bearing in mind that staff are not expected to subjCit.themselves to any unnecessary risks or 
cope alone with potentially viole.rtl si~ati~?s, there a.r~.some situations in which it may be necessary 
to restrain a person physically;.' "",,!:' .. ' •.... . 

. --' - I ". ~. ~ 

"';;': .. " . ., ...... 

a) 'When a patient presents a serious threat to another person 
b) When a patient presents a serious threat tobimself 
c) If a. patient is detained under the Mental Health Act and restraint· is necessary to give an 

essential psycbiatric treatment which the patient is resisting 

. 
• 

. REMEMBER., ONLY USE THE MINIMUM AMOUNT OF FORCE NECESSARY TO 
RESTRAIN THE PATIENT. 

3.6 Follow-up management.-

A) ImmetlillU! 

3.6.1 . Any injured person, however slight the injury, should receive medica1attention as follows: 

a) Ward patient to be seen by the doctor on call 
b) VlSitors should receive attention in"the Accident & Emergency Dept. 
c) Staff should attend the Occupationat Health Dept. or Accident & Emergency Dept. as 

appropriate . 

3.6.2 Repair damage - theR.espollSlblePerson t~ arrange for any "clearing up 11 or repairs that may 
be necessary with a.view to., eliminating hazards. 

B)· Reportin.g In.cidtmt 

3.6.3 Patients I clients - after discussion with medica1and administrative staff the relatives may be 
contacted. 

3.6.4 ., . The Patient AccidentlIncident Report Fonn must be completed by the moSt senior member 
of staff in attendance for any person who haS had to be restrained or is injured. 
'. . . \'" .. -.,;~ . ~, . 

"''I 

3~ 6.5 , Statements may be required from'~rmciparits or witn~ses. The Responsible Person win 
. decide this maner. The statements should·be written as soon as possible whilst events are tresh.in 
everyone's mind. In any case, it is recommended that individuals make a personal written nOte 
as their own record. Some issues may need to be discussed with the Generai Services Manager or 
other senior st:aff member. 

9 
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3.6.6 As well as a Patient Accident I Incident Report Form being compl~ appropriate details 
should' also be entered in the nursing notes, ifappIicable, so that the patient may receive the ; , 
necessary nursing care and observation following the incicient. . 

3.7 

; ... 

The Responsible Person will arrange a meeting of all those involved including nursin& 
medical, security and administrative staff Discussion will prove an opportunity: 

• for those involved to express their feelings (relief of stress) 

• to confirm future plans for the care of the individual and any implication for other people 

Cl to draw attention to any review of the policy which may needed., 

3.7.1 Advantage should be taken of"Team Bri~g" to continually promote awareness. 

Particular emphasis must be made of.the maxim: ''Prevention is better than cure" and the' 
procedures used to summon assistance. 

3.8 Audit of the risk. 

It is essential that an incidents of violent, aggressive or threatening behaviour towards any member of 
staff are reported to the General Services MaDager by the reSponsible person involved. . ' . 
3.8.1 The General Services Manager will collate and analyse these reports and disseminate the 

, implications of any patterns or trends, both departmentally and to the Chief Executive Officer. He " 
she will. act as a consultant to all levels of management and when requested, assess current 
procedures"and advise on the developinent of new ones and will also advise, on thedeve10pment of 
strategies designed to make the workplace safer. 

3.8.2 Meetings will be attended periodically by the General Services Manager that he may assist 
. Responsible Persons to: - ' . '. . 

• understand their obligation to identify the risk of violence in their area of 
responsibility. and ' 

• assess the training needs of eriiployees. 



3.9 Staff training programmes. 

, A statItrainiIig progtamme must address the needs of different categories of employees. It must 
contain different modul~ all or some of which will be pr~ded, dependent upon the type of risk the 
member of staff is expected to £ace. 'r ,. ~,'. 

\-1:''/' 

3.9.1 Training should not~.~~~Iis'r~cted toJormal instruction. Tune should be provided 
within the work setting for discussion,ofissues relating to the management of violence. 

Expectations and, responsibilities for action should be clear to all, , whilst encouraging the view that . 
concerns about violence are not a sign ofinefBciency. 

3.9.2 There will be specific training fur Responsible Persons to enable them to fulfil their staff 
support role. ' 

. -

::~.." . 
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. Risk Management Occurrence FDnD' 
, ,,,,,'< ~ 

This form is designed to capture. all·].mtov.nu:dor adverse occurrences and near misses 
that occur in the hospital·.~nm~nt. . , 

.. ', ~. ',. . 

What is aD untoward occurrence? 
An untoward occurrence is an event that gives rise to or may lead to an unsatisfactory 
outcome involving the safety of patients, staff or visitors. 

Wh.at is a near miss? 
A near miss can be defined as an occurrence which, but for luck or skilful 
management,.}Vould in.all probability have become an adverse occurrence. 

Guidelines forcompletingtlie Form 

• The person whois direCtly involved or who witnesses the adverse occurrence or 
. near miss at the time it occurs should complete the ,form 

(In the event of a nearmss it is not mandatory 'to sign your name). 

• Handwriting shOuld be clear, legi~~e.and in block capitals in black ink. 

• Be brief and objective. 

• State 'the facts, do not apportion blame. 

Early notification of adverse oecun:enees/near misses presents an opportunity to 
improve practice.and future servic~. You have a fundamental role to play iD 
improving patient care, reducing the future risks to patients, colleagues and 
visiton by completing this form promptly andaceurately. 
ThankYOL . 

. . 

PLEASE RETURN THIS CO:MPLETED FORM IMMEDIATELY TO: 

NB nns FORM WILL NOT BE USED FOR DISCIPLINARY PURPOSES .. 



Name: 

Address: 

Date of Birth: 

D Male 

o Female' 

Complaint D 
REPORTED TO 

..•.... ~ .. TiME~24 hrs}' .• \.. ,. 
... <' :.:': .. "." 

D Administrative Staff 
D Catering Staff 
D Maintenance 
D Medical 
D Nursing 
o Paramedical 
D Housekeeping 
D Agency 
o Porter/Ward Attendant 
D Other (Please Specify) 

Department: 

Exact Grade.:' 

POSITION 

DATE REPORTED 

Third Party 

D lri-Patient 
D Out~Patient 
Hospital No: 

Consultant: 

D Sub-Contractor 
D Visitor 
D Volunteer 
D Other 

o Stairs· o Cafeteria D Lift 

D· X-ray 

o Theatre O· Car Park 

D Rehab 

o Outpatients 

o Toilet o Corridor o Pathology 

o Ward (Please specify name) 

D Burn 

D Chemicals 

o Clinical 
D'Collision 

D Crush Injury 

D Death 

o Eye Splash 

o Other 

Infiltration 

O.Faint 

o Fall-Bed 

o Fall-Chair 

o Fall - Commode 

o Fall - Height 

DEar 

o Grounds' 

. D Fall - Level 

D Fall-Step 

D Fall-Toilet 
. D Fall - Trolley 

D Falling Object 

D Fire 

D Food Related 

o Knee 

D Laceration/Abrasion 

D Ufting Patient' 

D Loss of Property 

D Medication Error 

D Needlesticks 

D Physical Assault 

D Plant/Equipment 

o Pelvis· 

o Kitchen 

D Sharps 

D Theft 

D Treatment 

D Trip/Slip 

D Verbal Assault 

o Throat o Abdomen' 

D Ankl~ D Elbow' o Groin, 
... :~"f 

'1;1'" DLeg' D Psychological o Thumb 

o Arm 

D Back·. 

o Brain 

o Buttocks 

D Chest 

D Other 

D Eye 

D Face 

o Finger 

o Foot 

D Forehead 

DHand'~ 
D Head 

o Heart 

D Hip 

D Internal 

o Mouth D Respiratory o Toe 

o Multiple o Rib D Wrist 

o Neck o Shoulder 

D NecklWhiplash o Teeth D Left 

o Nose o Thigh o Right 
(Where applicablel 



" Referred for treatment: DYes . ONo Refused .' 

Examined by: ' Qualification: 

MEDICAL FINDINGS jf relevant 

Did the employee lose time off work1 Yes 0 No Date ceased work: 

Name: litle: 

Department or address 

Tel no: 

Title: 

IAn,Art,'I"'I"',U or address 

Tel no: 

FORM COMPLETED BY: 

Job Title: and Speciality: ( 

Signature: Date: 

Department' Head: 

, Security-Gardai notified DYes 0 No Health & Safety Authority DYes 0 No 

Isanyfohow-up action required: ' 

RISK MANAGER/CLAIMS CO-ORDINATOR 

Signature: Date received: 

For official use only: 
" 

PLEASE ENSURE THAT FORM IS RETURNED TO'RISK MANAGER/CLAIMS CO.ORDINATOR WITHIN 48 HOURS 
= 



.' 

3rd May 2000 

Mr Donal O'Shea 
Regional Chief Executive 
Eastern Regional Health Authority 
Canal House 
Canal Road 
Dublin 6 

Dear Mr O'Shea 

DEPARTMENT 
OF HEALTH AND 
CHILDREN 
AN ROINN 
SLAINTE AGUS LEANA! 

Shaping a 
Healthier Future 

I enclose for your information a copy of'the Infectious Diseases (Maintenance Allowances) 

Regulations 2000, which come into effect on 3rd May, 2000. I would be grateful if you could 

arrange for copies to be distributed to Health Board Offices in your region. 

Yours sincerely 

PaulaMonks 
Disabilities Section 

Hawkins House Dublin 2 
Teach Haicfn Baile Atha Cliath 2 

Telephone (0 I) 635 4000 VPI\I I I 2 

Telex 3345 I Fax (0 I) 635 400 I U Printed on recycled paper 
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S.I. NO. 114 OF 2000 

Infectious Diseases (Maintenance Allowances) Regulations, 2000 

The Minister for Health and Children, in exercise of the powers vested in him by Section 5 and 

Section 44 (5) of the Health Act, 1947, (No. 28 of 1947), as adapted by the Health (Alteration of 

Name of Department and Title of Minister) Order (S.1. 308 of 1997), hereby makes the ~ol1owing 

regulations: -

1. These Regulations may be cited as the Infectious Diseases (Maintenance Allowances) 

Regulations, 2000. 

2. These Regulations shall come into operation on the 3rd day of May 2000. 

3. The Infectious Diseases (Maintenance Allowances) Regulations, 1999 (S.L No. 157 of 

1999) are hereby revoked. 

4. In these Regulations -

"outgoings" means the rent, ground rent, rates and purchase annuity payable in respect of 
. . " 

premises and mortgage repayments relating to the purchase of premises; 

"receiving in-patient services" means receiving in-patient services made available under 

the Health Act, 1970 (No. 1 of 1970); and 

. "person" means a person to whom Section 44 of the Health Act, 1947 applies by virtue of 

sub-section (1) of that Section. 



',' 

5. The payment to be made under sub-section (3) of Section 44 of the Health Act, 1947 to or 

in respect of a person or hislher dependants shall be a weekly payment not exceeding:-

(a) the sum specified in Part One of the Schedule hereto which is appropriate to the 

person, and 

(b) such of the increases specified in Part Two of the said Schedule as are appropriate. 

CLASS OF PERSON 

For a person with a dependant spouse., 

SCHEDULE 

PART ONE 

For a person with a dependant spouse where such person 

or such spouse is receiving in-patient services. 

!For a person with a dependant spouse where both such 

lPerson and spouse are receiving in-patient services. 

For a single person or a person who IS a widow or 

widower. 

For such a person where such person IS receiving 

in-patient services. 

RATES OF PAYMENT 

£ 

130.40 

117.10 

99.00 

77.50 

59.30 



PART TWO 

CIRCUMSTANCES IN WHICH THE SUM 
SPECIFIED IN PART ONE OF THIS SCHEDULE AMOUNT OF INCREASE 

MAY BE INCREASED 

1F'0r a single person or a person who is a widow or widower £38.00 or the actual wage 

or a person with a dependant spouse where such person has payable to the helper employed 

one or more dependants (other than such spouse) and, with whichever is the lesser. 

he approval of the health board, a helper is employed to 

ake care of such dependant or dependants. 

In respect of each dependant (other than a spouse) over 

sixteen years of age. 

n respect of each dependant under sixteen years of age. 

£30.10 

£13.20 

For a person who is owner or tenant of the premises in £21.00 or the weekly amount 

which he ordinarily resides or who not being the owner or ofthe out-goings or the amount 

enant pays or contributes substantially towards the of the weekly contribution 

payment of the outgoings of the premises in which he towards the outgoings, 

!ordinarily resides. whichever is lesser. 



L.S. 

L.S. 

The Minister for Finance consents to the making of these Regulations. 

GIVEN under the Official Seal 

of the Minister for Finance 

this 3rd day of May, 2000. 

Charlie McCreeyy 

MINISTER FOR FINANCE 

GIVEN under the Official Seal 

of the Minister for Health and Children 

this 3rd day of May, 2000. 

Micheal Martin 

MINISTER FOR HEALTH & CHILDREN 



' . 
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EXPLANATORY NOTE 

This note is not part of the instrument and does not purport to be a legal interpretation. The effect 

of these Regulations is to provide as from 3 May 2000, for increases in the maximum rates of 

maintenance allowances payable to persons being treated for certain infectious diseases. 

The infectious diseases for which maintenance allowances are payable are acute anterior 

poliomyelitis, diphtheria, dysentery, salmonellosis, tuberculosis, typhoid and paratyphoid fevers, , 
typhus and viral haemorrhagic diseases (including lassa fever and marburg disease). 


